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ABSTRACT
This final report presents the theory and a. technique for compenn-
sator improvement. Several definitions in regard to relative stability
are presented along with some frequency response limitations and
characteristics of a large space vehicle. A nonlinear programming
algorithm for obtaining an improved solution for a strict constraint
problem is developed and the necessary partial derivatives for apply-
ing the algorithm to compensator improvement are derived. Finally,
for illustrating the effectiveness of the algorithm, two examples of
improving the frequency response characteristics of a large space
vehicle are presented along with helpful programming hints.
INTRODUCTION
The advent of the digital computer has made possible the solution
of many problems which were initially thought to be practically
impossible to solve. The digital computer has greatly facilitated the
design of large and complex control systems, such as results from a
large space vehicle. One example of this is an algorithm for determi-
ning a compensator so that the open-loop frequency response fits a
desired open-loop frequency response in a best weighted least-squares
sense (1]. Another example is an algorithm for determining a compen-
sator for increasing the relative stability of the system [2]. It is the
purpose of this final report to present several extensions of the work
in [2]. The result will be an algorithm which not only improves relative
stability but also makes other desired frequency response changes.
DESIRED FREQUENCY RESPONSE CHARACTERISTICS
In designing a compensator for a control system it is usually
necessary to take into account physical limitations and constraints. In
most practical systems stability is a major constraint. In fact, in
most system designs a specified degree of stability is required. In the
past the degree of relative stability has been denoted by the classical
gain and phase margins. However, in some instants these c-an be very
misleading. For example, consider a hypothetical s--plane frequency
response which possesses acceptable classical stability margins but which
comes within some small distance of the -1 + JO point. Such a condition,
which the classical standards fail to portray, could represent a system
f
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2which was very close to instability. A better measurement of relative
stability is defined as follows;
A stability margin is defined as the magnitude of the 1 + GH(jw)
frequency response at one of its minima relative to the origin
of the 1 + GH(jw) plane.*
It is deemed by these authors that by measuring stability in this fashion,
a measure of the true relative stability of a system is achieved. Next,
a system is said to be relative stable if the frequency response does not
cross a desigi:ated closed contour located around the -1 + JO point, This
closed contour around the -1 + J0 point is called the margin of atabiZty
Zimit. The shape and the size of this contour depends upon system
specifications. Furthermore, there is nothing wrong with making the size
and shape of the contour frequency dependent (in doing this the designer
would be indicating that the frequency response is to be shaped to some
extent) .
Although relative stability plays a major role in compensator
determination, there are several other factors which are considered.
One of these is the attenuation of certain frequency bands, which may
be treated by requiring that all frequency points that are to be attenuated
fall within a chosen contour around the origin in the GH(jw) plane,
This contour is called the margin of attenuation Zmit. It then follows
that
An attenuation margit is the magnitude of the GH(jw) frequency
response at one of its maxima with respect to the origin of the
GH(jw) plane.
*Throughout this report the system under consideration is the normal
single feedback control system, where G(s) is the plant transfer function
and H(s) is the feedback transfer function. Negative feedback is
assumed.
3Another design criterion often desired in large space vehicles is
proper phasing of certain frequencies. This is usually employed when it
becomes difficult to determine a compensator to attenuate certain
natural frequencies of the system. The general idea is to determine
a compensator so that these frequencies are phased toward the right half
of the GH(jw) plane. This results in these frequencies being attenuated
in the closed loop system.
NONLINEAR PROGRAMMING FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM
Now that limitations and constraints on the frequency response of
the system have been noted, it must be decided how to determine a com-
pensator for improving these. The cLwa sical means of doing this is by
trial and error; however, a more efficient method is a computerized
method. Such a method has previously been presented for improving
-relative stability [2], and can be extended to general compensator
improvement. If the n points to be improved have been chosen, then the
problem may be formulated as the following nonlinear programming
problem:
Determine a vector x  such that
gi
 (xT 9wi) < bi
i	 it .... n
In (1) x  is a vector of the compensator coefficients; gi is a function
of the ith frequency, wit and the compensator' coefficients. The functions,
gi , i	 1 , ... , n, are chosen so as to represent the frequency response
limitations and constraints which have been imposed. For example, gi
could be representative of a stability margin or an attenuation margin.
kThe second relation in (1) takes into account any constraints that might
be placed on the compensator coefficients. It may be necessary to
constrain some of the coefficients if it is desired to keep the d.c.
gain, G(J0), of the system constant or above or below a certain level.
Also, it may be necessary to constrain certain compensator coefficients
for insuring the stability of the compensator.
The above formulated nonlinear programming problem differs from the
classical nonlinear programming problem in the respect that it is strictly
a constraint problem [3). There is no cost function to maximize or mini-
mize. However, this does not simplify matters.
COMPENSATOR LIMITATIONS
At any iteration in solving the above mentioned problem there will
result conditions of the form of (1) to be improved (the number n can
change from one iteration to another). The general idea is to change the
compensator coefficients so that each constraint becomes closer to being
satisfied. The question then is, how many compensator coefficients are
required to insure that some improvement on each constraint at a certain
iteration can be made? This question is answered by the following
definition and two theorems.
An optimal direction in the GH(jw) plane is any chosen direction
in which it is desired to perturb a point on the frequency response.
Theorem 1
A sufficient condition to perturb n-points on a polar frequency
response curve in n optimal directions with a realizable compensator is
that there be at least 2n functionally independent compensator coefficients
which are available to be varied.
LN
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Proof: Let the open loop frequency response be noted by G o Ow, XT)
where xT is an m dimensional vector of the functionally independent
compensator coefficients. Also, let the optimal direction at a fre-
quoncy wk be denoted b! d k* Suppose there are n points on the frequen,;,y
response which are to be moved in these n chosen directions, respectively.
The change of the open loop transfer function at the k th frequency with
respect to the ith compensator coefficient is of the form
aGo0 Wk, aT)
= 
oki + jeki
axi
where cki and eki are real constants. There are, for a particular fre-
quency, m such partials as (2) and, if they were included as the components
of a single vector, the result would be the gradient. It is well known
that this points in the direction of the most rapid change. However, this
is not the desired direction of movement. Essentially what is needed is
a directional vector [w] in complex m-space whose dot product with the m
dimensional gradient vector [ck + 3ek] will yield the desired directional
derivative dk* or in equation form (See [41)
dk* = [ck + J ek] [w] .	 (3)
It should be obvious that the components of [w] are proportional to the
amount that each compensator coefficient must be varied in order that
tt
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movement in the dk* direction ceD be accomplished. Thus if the compensator 	 }
is to be realizable, [w] must be a real vector. Letting
dk*	 ak* + abk* ,	 (4)
then (3) can be written by the following two real equations:
aka _ Ick] T
 ['w]
	 (5a)
n
(2)
j6
and
bk*	 (ek)T [w]	 (5b)
Hence, for n points on the frequency response to be movel in
n-optimal., directions there result ,) 2n equations or
al* [ci ]'X [w]
b 2 * [c2]T [w]
an [cn]T [w]
b, * [el ]T [w]
b 2 * [e2]T [w]
bn* [en]T [w]	 (6)
In matrix notation (b) becomes
a*	 CT
......	 ......	 [w]	 (7)
b*	 eT
a*
	
CT
where the dimensions of	 ..*.	 ,	 ..T. 	 and [w] are respectively
b	 e
2n x 1, 2n x m, and m x 1. If 2n a m there will result more equations
than unknowns and possibly an incompatibility _[5]. Hence there may not
exist a vector [w] such that all equations can be satisfied. This says
there are not enough compensatorcoefficients available. On the other
hand if 2n < m, there either results less equations than unknowns or the
same equations as unknowns. For the first case there will exist an
infix to number of vector [w']'s and an infinite number of solutions to
the equations. This indicates an excessive number of compensator
7coefficients. In the second case there will be a unique [T41 and,
thereby, a unique solution for the equations. This means that the
exact number of compensator coefficients necessary is being employed.
The preceding proof has shown the sufficiency condition for
moving the frequency response in n optimal directions. Suppose, however,
that it is desirable to use a compensator with a fewer number of coef-
ficients than those needed to move in the optimal. direction. Consider
the following definitions
A sub-optimal direction is any direction which is i w/2
radians from an optimal direction.
If the optimal and sub-optimal directions for wk are respectively
represented in 2-space by the following vectors
Adk* . (ak*, bk*) ,	 (8)
and
dk	 (ak, bk) ,	 (9)
then the sub-optimal direction would be any direction such that the dot
product
dk • dk > 0	 (10)
or
akak* + bkbk* > 0	 (11)
Then the question is, how many compensator coefficients are necessary
in order to assure that movement in a sub-optimal direction can be
achieved? The answer to this is stated and proved in the supervening
theorem.
Theorem 2
In order to be assured of perturbing n points of an open loop
frequency response in n sub-optimal directions, by varying the com-
pensator coefficients, it is necessary that there be n functionally
independent compensator coefficients available for variance.
Proof: The components of the k th sub-optimal vector direction
in terms of the real and imaginary parts of the partials at uhe kth
frequency are given by
m
a  = iG1 ckiwi	 (12)
_
M,
bk	ekiwi
	 (13)
where cki and eki , respectively, are the real and imaginary parts
(evaluated at wk) of the partial of the open loop t , ansfer function
with respect to the ith compensator coef;fic-lent, 4nd w i is the ith
I
unknown constant which is to be determined so th?t (,ak, bk) points
in the sub-optimal direction. Substituting (12) and (13) into (11)
results in
m	
mec
it cki wi ak* 
+ isl e
ki wi bk* > p	 (14)
or
M
(cki ak* +eki
 bk* ) wi > Q	 (15)
Remembering that there are n .frequency points, then n inequalities
like (15) will result. Hence the following matrix inequality can be
obtained:
r..
9The dimension of [cia + eTb] is n x m. In order to be assured that
all n inequalities can be satisfied, it is necessary that there be
at least the same number of unknowns as inequalities. Hence, this
says there must be at least n independent compensator coefficients
in order to be assured that n frequency points can be perturbed in
the sub-optimal directions.
The above two theorems place limitations on the overall compensator
order. Thus for any algorithm to be assured of being able to make the
changes given in the theorems, then the hypotheses of the theorems must be
satisfied.
NONLINEAR PROGRAMMING ALGORITHM FOR THE
SOLUTION OF THE PROBLEM
An algorithm is needee for solving a nonlinear programming problem of
the following form:
Determine the vector xT such that
^M+
gi (x T ) > b i	 	 1, .. , m	 (17)
This is strictly a constraint problem. If this problem has a solution,
then it is a point in a solution space (Theoretically the solution space 	
E
.
	 could be a single point.). The functions in (17) are not assumed either
concave or convex. What is desired is an iterative algorithm, which; when
started at some initial guess at the solution, will at each iteration
produce an improved solution from the solution at the last iteration or
will indicate that no further improvement can be made. An improved	
l
solution is defined as one which brings the constraints closer to being 	 k
satisfied.
i ,
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Suppose that some initial starting point, xkT , has been chosen. Of
the m constraints, let n be the number not satisfied by this point. The
constraints not satisfied are defined as the active constrainto and those
satisfied are called the inactive.° constraints. Let J contain the index
numbers of the active constraints, i. e., J m {kj , k2 , ..., Rd . Essentially
what is desired is a directional vector, D, by which the vector x can be
changed and it will be possible to get an improved solution. This vector
can be calculated as
D	 alVgk1 + a2Vgk2
 + ...	 + a gkn	 (18)
In (18)
kl, k2 , ... , kn e J ,
Vgki denotes the gradient of the constraint corresponding to the k i index
evaluated at xkT , and ak is a set of constants that are to be determined.
An, improved solution can be assured 11 the a's are determined so that
D • Vgki > 0	 1 = 1, ..., n
	
(19)
In fact, suppose that a value of each of the dot products in (19) is chosen.
Then (19) becomes
D	 Vgkl = cl
D • Vgk2	c2
D . Vgk 
n	
cn	 (20)
where the vector c contains the chosen dot product resultants. Substi-
tuting (18) into (20) results in the following set of linear equations,
1--l'-.1 __ ^- ^ - ^ I 	^ "I, - - 	 _­4 ­ -, , ­
i
I
(Vgkl a Vgk 1 )a, + (Vgkl • Vgk2)a2 + ... + (Vgkl • Vgkn)an	 cl
11
(Vgkl • Vgkl )al + (Vgk2 ' Vgk2 )a2 + ... + (Vgkl0 Vgk'.In . c2
(2l)
(Vgkn • Vgkj )a, + (Vgkn • Vgk2)a2 + ... + (Vgkn • Vgkn)an ' cn
Using matrix notation (21) becomes
[VG - VG]a . c
	
(22)
If the gradient vectors are linearly independent then
a	 [VG • OG1 -1 c	 (23)
Hence, this will yield a's for a desired dot product between the
directional vector D and each gradient of the active constraints. By
moving in the direction of D then it is possible to improve upon the
present solution.
Now it should be obvious how to proceed from one iteration to
another. Furthermore, termination of the algorithm will occur when any
one of three conditions are satisfied. These are:
1. All constraints are inactive.
2. One of the gradients of one of the constraints become zero.
3. The gradients of the active constraints become linearly
dependent.
In the above derivation the gradients were used.. However, vectors
in the directions of the gradients will suffice. In fact, it has been
found in practice that unit vectors in the directions of the gradients
are more suitable when the gradient magnitudes become disproportioned.
The main advantage beinG a greater convergence rate.
E'
k
r
i_ _
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Of course the first condition means a solution has been obtained. The
r
	 second two conditions represent either global or relative extremals. If
these occur, the present solution will either have to be accepted or a
new starting p51nt will have to be attempted. However, this still may not
yield the solution. In fact, it is very possible that many problems do
not have a solution space.
GENERALIZED PARTIAL CALCULATIONS
In essence, what is desired is to pull and push various points on
r the frequencSr response until system specifications have been met or until
no further improvements can be accomplished by the present compensator at
hand. In general, this can be accomplished by pushing and pulling the
G-
E
various points with respect to points along the real axis in the complex
tx	
GH(jw) plane. For example relative stability can be obtained by pushing
the points of the stability margins away from the -1 + j O point. On the
other hand ;, the attenuation margins can be improved by pulling these
points toward the origin. Similarly, proper phasing could be achieved by
attempting to pull these points toward points along the positive real
axis. Of course, in some specialized case it may even be advantageous to
pull or push a point with respect to more than one point along the real
axis. Regardless of whether a point is to be pushed or pulled it is
necessary to know how these points change with respect to points along the
real axis. This is especially true if the previously presented algorithm
is to be used in perturbing these points.
Thus, what is needed is how the distance between the frequency
response points and the points along the real axis change with respect
z
to the compensator coefficients. In fact, consider this distance squared
rt
i
which may be represented as
d(W0 ) _ IP + (c + jd)Go (Jwo )I 2	 (24)
1.3
where
Wo is the frequency of the point
value of the open loop frequency
compensator transfer function ev,
negative of some point along the
Let the compensator transfer function
to be improved, c + jd is the
response at Wo, Gc (JWO) is the
aluated at wo, and P is the
real axis.
be of the following form:
xnsn + xn-lsn-i + ... + xo
GC (S) _	 ( 25)
Ymsm + Ym-lsm
-1 +
	 + Yo
After some manipulation (24) can be written as
( G Cx +PIr E y ) 2 +(Ir Dix +PIE	 y	 )2i	 G 2k 2k	 G ixi
	
2k+1 2k+1
= i=0	 91=0=Oi =0	 Q=0d W )
PC	 r
( F ERY 2k
)2 
+ ( G E2k+ly2k+1)?
k=0	 k=0
where	 k - m/2
	 and	 p	 m/2 -- 1
if	 m is even
or	 k - (m - 1) /2	 and	 p - (m - 1) /2
if	 m is odd; the C's, D's, and E's are defined in the
following sets:
{C O3 C1t C2t C 3* C4, C 5 , ...} _ (c, -dwo , - CW02 0 dwo 3 > CW0 4 , - dwo 5 ) ...}
{D0, D1 0 D20 D 30 D40 D5 , ...}	 { d, Cwo, -dwo2 , -cwo 3 , &04 9 CWo 5 , ...}
{ E 09 E 19 E29 E 39 E40 E 5 , ...} _ {1, wo, -Wo2 , °Wo 3 , Wo o , Wo 5 , 00.1
(27a,b,c)
r
i
1
t
Then the partials of d(w0) with respect to the compensator coefficients
may be calculated from
14
ad(wo)
	
2CFN • FD1 ° P " FD ' FNI]Eq
_
	
for q even
9y 	 (FN)2
3d(wo)	
2[FN * FD2 , P - FD ' FN2]Eq
for q odd
ayq	 (FN)2
and
9d(wo)	 21FDl ' Cq + FD2 • Dq]
for q even or odd
axq 	FN
where
n	 k
FDl	
iI 
C x
0 
ii 
+ P ks0 E2ky2R
n	 P
FD2	 iIo D i x i + P kI0 E2k+ly2k+ 1
rk
FNl = kI0 E2ky2k
pr
LFN2 	 E2k+ly2k+l
k=0
FD	 FDl2 + FD22
(28a,b)
(29)
i
1
and
FN	 - FN12 + FN2 2	 (30a,b,c,d,e,f)
Equations (27), (28), (29), and (30) present a systematize approach for
calculating the change in the distance from a point along the real axis
a complex point in the G(jw) plane with respect to a certain compensator
These equations can be easily programmed on a digital computer.
EXAMPLES AND PROGRAMMING HINTS
In order to illustrate the effectiveness of the preceding compensator
is
improvement algorithm, the algorithm,along with the generalized partial,
calculations, were programmed on the digital. computer. The program was
especially written for improving compensators for the Saturn V%S-1C when
the ^ channel is open, and ao in the ^ channel is zero. The program
utilizes n chosen points from the open Loop frequency response of the
channel. Thus, in general, the actual points of stability or attenuation
margins are not obtained, but approximate values of these are calculated.
However, by a judicious choice of the n points the proper motion of the
margins can be achieved by pushing and pulling the approximate locations
of them.
The general input which the program requires is:
1. A specified number of points from the open loop frequency response
2. An initial compensator whose coefficients are to be varied for
improvement of the frequency response characteristics.
3. A constant compensator which can be used to make some desired
change in the open loop frequency response
4. The desired margin va.ues.
The output at any iteration is:
1. The margins and their desired values
2. The frequencies at which the margins occur
3. The directional vector used at the last iteration
4. The compensator at the present iteration.
The program terminates if:
1. The maximum estimated run time is exceeded.
2. The total change over the last four iterations in the smallest
stability margin is negative when the total change in the
compensator coefficients is less than 10-5.
3. The maximum designated iteration is reached.
4. The matrix used to determine the directional vector does not
possess an inverse.
5. All system requirements have been met.
In the above 1 and 3 indicate that additional improvements can be made.
Thus the last printed compensator can be used as the starting compensator
in another run of the program. On the other hand,2 and 4 represent cases
where little or no improvement can be achieved with the program in the
present state. However, in some cases the relaxing of some of the con-
straints will enhance the probability of satisfying some unsatisfied con-
16
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straints. The 5th termination reason is self-explanatory.
For demonstrating the program two examples are considered. The first
example is for a constant d.c. gain of 0.9, while the second example is for
a constant d. c. gain of 1.1111.
Example 1
The initial compensated frequency response is shown in Figure 1,
where the initial compensator was
	
G (s)
	
0.9 (10.0 + 118.73892s + 296.11.182s 2 + 32.2923083
	
C(S)
	 (10.0 + 219.92203s + 154.5892Os 2 + 50.15987s3
+ 23.23128s 4 + 0.51087s 5 + 0.08079s6
+ 11.51579s 4 + 1.542808 5 + 0.0537386
The initial desired improvements on the frequency response in Figure 1 were,
1. Increase the aerodynamic gain
z:
I
I^r
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2. Increase all stability margins that are less than 0.5
3 Keep the lead and lag phase margins of the lst bending mode at
70° or better
4. Attenuate all frequency points above w w 13.2 rad/sec so that
the magnitude of the compensated open loop frequency response is
Less than 0.205
5. Maintain the d.c. gain at 0.9,
For making these improvements the margin of stability contour was
chosen as;
A circle of radius 0.505 for all w.
The margin of attenuation contour was chosen as
1. A circle of radius co for w < 13.2 rad/sec.
2. A circle of radius 0.2 for w > 13.2 rad/sec.
The desired stability radius of the aerodynamic gain was set at 1.0.* The
stability radii of the points corresponding to the lead and lag phase
margins of the lst bending mode were both set at 1.2 initially. Thus in
essence these specialized improvements on the frequency response were
handled just like stability margins but each had a different margin of
r
stability contour.
Using the stability margins, the attenuation margins, and the
spec,alized points to be controlled as constraints, the problem became
a nonlinear programming problem as formulated in (l). Also, by holding
the coefficients of the compensator corresponding to terms of s 0 CLnstanl
it was possible to keep the d.c. gain at 0.9. Furthermore, the compensai
A stability radius is the distance from the --1 +0 point to any
chosen point on the open loop frequency response.
18
coefficients are constrained to be greater than zero. This reduced the
probability that the resulting compensator would be unstable. Fence., the
general idea was to improve all those constraints not satisfied.
By making the preceding specifications in the program and using
266 selected points from the open loop frequency response of the Saturn
V%SI-C, on the lst iteration the program produced the tabulated results
shown in Table 1. In this tableau (and all that follow) the first margin
radius is a measure of the aerodynamic gain while the second and third
margin radii represent the lead and lag phase margins, respectively, of
the first bending mode. The other radii either indicate stability margins
or attenuation margins as indicated.
After 999 iterations of the program it was observed that improve-
ments were being made but at a slow pace. From these iterations the
smallest stability margin was increased from .3186 to .3207. In an attempt
to speed up the pace the constraints on the lead and lag phase margins of
the lst bending mode were lowered to 1.0. Another 999 iterations were
made with the last compensator of the first run as the starting compensator
of the new run. The result was an increase in the smallest stability
margin from .3207 to 0.3510 (Of course in all the runs the other constraints
were held close to their desired values or they were improved). At this
point it was decided that the lead phase margin of the Ist bending mode
could be less than the lag phase margin. Thus the desired stability
margin of the lead phase margin of the 1st bending mode was reduced to
0.7. Again using the last compensator of the last run as the starting
compensator of the next run another 999 iterations were attempted and the
result was an increase of the smallest stability margin from 0.3510 to
0.3845. Next the desired stability margin of the lead phase margin of the
19
lst bending mode was increased to 0.8. Then four more 999 iteration runs
were made: with no changes in the desired margins. For all the previous
iterations the maximum step size had been 0.02. At this point it was
conjectured that this could be increased to 0.05 without any degenerate
effects. Another 999 iteration run was attempted. However, after 894
iterations the best compensator was achieved (The reason for program termi-
nation was 	 The final tableau of the results is shown in Table 2. The
final compensator achieved is
G(s)	 0.9 (10.0 + 155.01620s + 255.08388s 2 + 35.4883583(10.0 + 257.961198 + 144.1355ls2 + 47.31538s3
+ 22.64161s 4 + 0.36167s 5
 + 0.0733ls6)
+ 13.15798s 4 + 1.11330s S + 0.1011986)
A plot of the compensated frequency response using the above compensator
iu presented in Figure 2, By comparing this to the original compensated
frequency response it is possible to see that considerable improvement has
been made.'
Example 2
This example was an
	 art at attaining a compensator with a higher
d.c. gain. As a starting . rmpensator the final compensator in Example 1
was chosen except w7,th a d.c. gain of 1.1111. The system requirements were
chosen the same as those on the final, iterations of Example 1---with the
exceptance of the d.c. gain constraint. The initial tableau is shown in
Table 3. After 544 iterations with a maximum step size of 0.05 the
*For those who are interested the total computer run time in Exampl(
was about 53 minutes. This might seem excessive. However, if consideral
is given to the number of man-hours that would have to be spent to desigi
the above compensator, this does not seem out of line.
20
program obtained an extremal solution. The final compensator was
G(s)	
l.11ll (10.0 + 146.39108s + 230.48292s 2 + 31.28008s3
(10.0 + 259.85150s + 141.87134s 2 + 52.32656s$
+ 23.44888s 4 + 0.000006 5
 + 0.0697ls6)
+ 15.80584s 4 + 1.29883s s
 + 0.13695s6)
The final tableau ij shown in Table 4; and the compensated frequency
response of the above compensator is shown in Figure 3. A comparison of
the initial and final tableaus shows that there was improvement in all the
active constraints. Again this example indicates that the final solution
might not be the desired solution but it is better than the initial..
solution.
CONCLUSION
This report has presented the required specifications for a com-
puterized compensator improvement program. It is realized by these authors
that the compensator design of simple systems would probably be easier by
classical means. However, as the systems become more complex, such as the
Saturn V, the classical means become very difficult to apply. Furthermore,
the "best effort" design of compensators may not yield one which is satis-
factory. With a compensator improvement program it is possible in many
situations to make significant improvements upon the "best effort' design.
The major drawback with the algorithm presented in-this-report is its
r
1
starting point dependence--that is, the final solution in most cases
depends upon the initial starting solution. However, this is a disadvantage
of all non-convex (or non-concave) nonlinear programming algorithms
developed up to now.
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i
There are several areas its compensator improvement in which additional
studies could be done. One area in which attention might be focused is an
algorithm for frequency response improvement based on the variance of the
compensator pole-zero locations. In doing this closer control over the
actual locations of the poles and zeros of the compensator could be
accomplished. Hence, it might be possible to include certain realizability
conditions in a compensator improvement program.
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Figure 1. The Initial Compensated Open
Loop Frequency Response.
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Figure 2. The Final Compensated Frequency
Response of Example 1.
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Figure 3. The Final Compensated Frequency
Response of Example 2.
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